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Motivating Civic Engagement: Behavioral Science for Activists  
 

This hands-on workshop will help you apply low-cost, behavioral design strategies to 

enhance community organizing and civic engagement. 

 
Date: Wednesday, March 20th 

Time: 1:15 – 5:00 pm 

Location: FPWA Conference Center, 40 Broad Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY  
 
This workshop will introduce key principles of behavioral science, highlighting how psychological 

factors and contextual cues can motivate civic and community engagement.   Interactive exercises will 

showcase evidence-based strategies to overcome behavioral barriers that often derail action. 

Discussion topics will range from increasing voter turnout and Census participation, to enhancing 

involvement in community planning, organizing, and advocacy on a variety of policy issues. 

Workshop participants will: 
 

• Learn about behavioral science and applications to enhancing civic and community participation 

• Examine their own programs and other real-world examples through a behavioral lens 

• Practice applying behavioral design principles to a problem in their work, and develop a plan to 

implement ideas  

Who should attend? 

Civic engagement leaders, community organizers, advocates, and staff in NYC non-profit 

organizations working to expand constituent involvement in civic and community activities.  

Register here! 

  What is Behavioral Science?  
 

At its core, behavioral science helps us understand human behavior and why people make the decisions 

they do. Drawing on empirical research, these insights suggest practical strategies that can help people 

do more of what they want and less of what they don't. Typical behavioral design approaches use 

levers such as social norms, default settings, planning prompts, timely reminders, and hassle reduction 

to help people convert more of their intentions into actions. 

 

The ideas42 Behavioral Design Center (BDC) works with NYC non-profits to infuse behavioral 

science approaches into practice, professional development, and program design.  Through education 

and technical assistance, and cooperative design, the Center helps non-profits boost productive use of 

their services, enhance civic engagement, and improve outcomes for their clients and communities. 

 

For more information, contact Laura Wolff, BDC Director, at laura@ideas42.org 

https://www.formstack.com/forms/?3214576-kk4n1ziidM
mailto:laura@ideas42.org

